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                                                                                                                                                                            Abstract 
 

Abstract 

 

This dissertation investigates whether the films Boys Don’t Cry and Transamerica 

portray positive or negative representations of trans people and from this, whether 

those representations change cultural perception towards transgender identities. It uses 

feminist, queer and trans theories to ascertain how the texts work culturally. In-depth 

analyses of both the specified films together with the use of discourse analysis to 

interpret the underlying messages within a selection of reviews of the films, revealed 

that society is skeptical about how to perceive trans people and therefore the media 

coverage of these people remains encased in negativity and misunderstanding. It is 

evident that increased visibility of this marginalized social group does not frequent to 

increased acceptance, and this remains unlikely to change until the dominant 

discourses within society open up to a new mode of seeing gender- a mode that isn’t 

segmented by the binary classificatory system of what it means to be male or female. 
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                                                                                                                                                                  Introduction 
 

Introduction 

 

This dissertation aims to examine whether the representations of trans people in the 

films Boys Don’t Cry and Transamerica function to promote or stymie the aspirations 

of the trans liberation movement. It aims to interrogate the various gender and sexual 

ideologies contained within the representations, to determine the social status of trans 

people within society and culture. 

 

Mass media texts around the world are dominated by images of ideologically asserted 

‘femininity’ and ‘masculinity’; how men and women are expected to look and behave. 

The terms sex and gender are used to distinguish biological differences from those 

arising from social, cultural and psychological systems. At a biological level we can 

agree that men and women have important and obvious differences that support their 

chromosomes and reproductive capacities. However, to what degree that state of 

being masculine or feminine follows from this physical nature is the subject of debate 

and controversy, and also the area in which this study sits. 

 

To suggest that gender and sex cannot be distinguished between somehow implies 

that our status as social beings is determined and innate- we cannot alter it in anyway 

shape or form. Many gender studies scholars’ try to challenge the cultural need to 

maintain clear distinctions between the sexes and although gender everywhere is part 

of a binary classification system that makes it socially intelligible, it would seem that 

many agree anatomy is not the ‘natural’, universal determinant of gender.  
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The last thirty years have been marked by contested views surrounding the meaning 

of gender, feminist movement and identity. The significant long-standing cultural 

influence in transgender studies stemmed from the Second Wave Feminist movement 

in the 1960’s at a time when, as Linda Nicholson notes in her work The Second Wave, 

‘a new intensity in many societies in the degree of reflection given to gender 

relations’ (1997:01) was becoming apparent. This political women’s movement 

‘meant that a radical questioning of gender roles was being carried out not only by 

isolated scholars or marginalized groups, but in front of and with the attention of 

many national publics’ (1997:01). However, the movement often depicted transsexual 

women as ‘enemies of the cause- a view still periodically reflected in vitriolic re-runs 

of the same basic thesis over the decades since’(Burns ,2004). Transgender feminism, 

though it has its roots in the radical feminism of the late 1960s, is part of what is 

known as the third wave of feminism (Stryker, 2008:03) and the Trans Liberation 

Movement, which emerged off the back of this movement, establishing itself more 

prominently in the early 1990s, enforces the necessity of building coalitions between 

all progressive political groups and seeks to promote the freedom of gender 

expression and demolish transphobic prejudice and discrimination. It is a 

contemporary transgender movement for social change drawing on many of the 

insights and critiques of third wave feminism (Stryker, 2008:03). 

 

The major issues and campaigns of the Trans Liberation Movement range from 

employment protection to being sent to the wrong sex prison (Feinberg 1998:133). 

However, the area of the movement this dissertation is most concerned with is action 

against defamation, discrimination and disinformation in the media and the possibility  
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of eradicating transphobia through this medium. 

 

Throughout this dissertation the ways in which trans identities challenge the 

traditional teachings and implicit ideologies of gender are explored. The study 

deploys trans, queer and feminist theories to critically analyze the cultural work 

performed by these mass-media texts, and deconstructs the dominant discourses and 

stereotypes within the filmic genre. What are the trends within trans media and how 

do they relate to the treatment of real-world gender-nonconforming people?  

 

Transsexual, transgender, ‘tranny’, hermaphrodite, cross-dresser; these are all words 

prevalent in the field of gender identity when looking at those who do not sit 

comfortably in the two binary oppositions, male and female. Transgenderism forces 

society to ask fundamental questions about gender, sexuality and cultural construction 

whilst challenging academic gender studies. Rejecting such deeply entrenched 

cultural norms has its challenges and in response to the now more widely publicized 

phenomenon, a complex sense-making apparatus has been forming within the medical 

establishment as well as in law, politics, social services, activist settings, gender 

theory and more importantly, the media, with Hollywood considering the trans 

population worthy subjects of films. The transgender narrative is well-known as a 

result of films like Boys Don’t Cry and Transamerica, but surely the problem lies in 

the very existence of a ‘transgender narrative’, yet again separating them from society 

and using this medium as a way of normalizing transgender narratives. 

 

The first film analysed in this dissertation is Boys Don’t Cry: a film based on the true  
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story of young FTM (female-to-male) transsexual, Teena Brandon. The film reflects 

society’s fear of gender deviance and perpetuates the continued misunderstandings 

trans people are confronted with. In comparison, the second film deconstructed is 

Transamerica: which follows the transition of Bree, a MTF (male- to –female) 

transsexual. Despite success, it could be argued that the film presents a highly 

stereotyped portrayal of transgender issues with Bree being conveyed as a confused 

individual, 'trapped in the wrong body', who then must jump through psychiatric, legal 

and bureaucratic hoops to change from one sexed category to another.  

 

Trans films almost always depict an image of pre or post-operative transsexuals as 

white, middle-class and presented in apolitical ways. In addition to the erasure of 

diversity amongst trans people (race, class, disability, age, etc.) both films also negate 

the diversity of identifications within the trans community itself, privileging the idea 

of the white transgender character as the ever-present norm instead. The power of the 

media takes precedence within these representations and can either help in aiding 

abolishment of social stigmas, or it can function, through misrepresentation, to 

magnify an already existing problem. 

 

This study is made up of three main chapters, each concentrating on specific defining 

issues in the chosen field. An analysis of Transamerica and Boys Don’t Cry, 

alongside analyses of specific corresponding reviews reveals a blurring between the 

real-life experiences of trans people and the perceived idea of what it means to be 

‘trans’, through the representations popular culture portrays. Chapter One reviews the 

existing literature, critically examining thoughts and ideas behind gender deviance in  
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relation to three main perspectives; the essentialist or naturalist approach, the social 

constructionist position and the gender performance theorists.  

 

The second chapter consists of in-depth analyses of both the specified films, 

deconstructing and interpreting the hidden messages and underlying implications 

within the representations of trans people. The guiding question which connects these 

analyses is the following: what is the cultural work performed by these 

representations, or more specifically, how do representations of gender diversity both 

promote and counter the aims of the trans liberation movement? 

 

The final chapter summarizes the findings of the dissertation, explores theoretical 

tensions in the work and contemplates new directions for transgender media. 

Furthermore, discourse analysis will be used to look at reviews published after both of 

the aforementioned films were released, to gage reader response at that present time. 

The underpinning intention of this study is to examine the ways that the trans images 

portrayed in the two films function politically, and to decipher to what extent the 

affect of these portrayals have on furthering acceptance of gender diversity in society 

and on countering cultural transphobia. Freedom of sexual and gender expression are 

certainly more visible in popular culture than they were five or ten years ago. At the 

same time, does this increased visibility really lead to increased acceptance? Or, are 

the media gains made to stand in for real, political gains? 
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Chapter One 

 

Trans Identities 

Changing one’s perceived sex for entertainment purposes, of course, is nothing new. 

It has been used for centuries in various forms of entertainment, the most well-known 

being theatre (Ryan, 2009). It is accepted culturally that male actors played female 

roles in Shakespeare’s plays and vice versa. Throughout history women have also 

hidden their identity in order to pass as men, providing themselves with better paid 

work opportunities, despite most being married. Today, drag queen and king 

performances continue to be popular with certain segments of society in nightclubs 

around the world. So what is it about real-life sex-changing that society fears? 

 

The term ‘transgender’ refers to a diverse group of individuals whose gender does not 

match their biological sex at birth. It is an umbrella term that describes a wide range 

of gender-variant groups and individuals, from those who engage in transgender 

behaviour on occasion, such as cross-dressers, to those who do so at all times. Gender 

variant people are recognised to exist in most societies and are increasingly 

understood to have done so throughout human history. The way in which such people 

are described varies between societies and has achieved a particular fascination in the 

West over the last 75 years, since surgical hormone technologies offered the potential 

for people to cross the physical divide and live as members of the opposite gender 

role in which they were raised. 
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It is a word whose meaning has shifted over time, originating from Dr. Virginia 

Prince, who coined the term ‘transgenderist’ to refer to an individual that lives full 

time in accordance with their preferred gender role but does not want or need sex 

reassignment surgery (SRS) to manage their identity. In general terms ‘transgender’ 

has come to stand for the range of identities, expressions and behaviours that do not 

conform to traditional concepts of sex, gender and sexuality; those who cannot be 

placed within the binary classification system of ‘male’/ ‘female’, ‘masculine’/ 

‘feminine’, ‘heterosexual’ or ‘homosexual’. 

 

It is extremely important to remember that lexicons such as ‘transsexual’, ‘gender-

queer’ and ‘transgender’ are terms that have arisen out of the dominant cultures 

experience with gender, and are not necessarily reflective of a wide variety of people, 

cultures, beliefs and practices relating to gender (Feinberg, 1998). Some transsexual 

people increasingly advocate the use of the adjective ‘trans’ in place of ‘transsexual’, 

arguing that the older term is itself the source of misunderstanding about the nature of 

their condition, which is about their identity as members of a particular sex and not 

their sexual orientation (Burns, 2004). It is for this reason that I use the term ‘trans’ 

throughout this study, to refer to all gender-different people, from transvestites to 

hermaphrodites. 

 

The differences between sex, gender and sexual orientation need to be clearly defined 

to better understand trans people. Sex is the biological reproductive category- the 

cultural stream in which one is immersed in at birth, and thought to be a mutually 

exclusive and exhaustive binary in that there are only two categories: male and  
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female. Gender refers to the social behaviours and traits that are considered 

appropriate and belonging to a particular sex. Just as there are generally thought to be 

two sexes, there are generally only two genders that are considered socially 

acceptable: masculine and feminine. Since gender is a social construction, what is 

considered appropriate masculine or feminine behaviour can change over time and 

can differ across cultures. Sexual orientation is usually defined in terms of the gender 

that one is typically attracted to. Again, it refers to a binary system of either  

 

heterosexual or homosexual; however, a person might be bisexual-attracted to both 

sexes- or might have a preference outside of these categories. A trans person 

experiences and expresses a disconnectedness between sex and gender. Despite 

gender deviance being frequently associated with sexual orientation, where it is 

thought that a person who is homosexual will be more feminine and express wishes to 

become female, this is not always the case. To be homosexual doesn’t mean to be 

transgendered, just as not all trans people are homosexual. Trans people may be gay, 

straight, bisexual, or might not identify with a particular sexual orientation. 

Furthermore, homosexuality can combine gender differentiations or just as easily 

engage in normative gender behaviour. 

 

Gender can be considered in at least two ways; gender identity and gender expression. 

Gender identity relates to the sense of who I am; the way we refer to ourselves as man 

or woman and cannot be seen by others. For trans people, their birth assigned sex and 

their innate sense of their gender identity do not match. Gender expression is, quite 

simply, how we communicate our gender identity to others via the clothes we wear,  
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our mannerisms, hairstyles, dialogue and interaction with society; this is the side of 

gender that is visible to others.  

 

Despite the culturally ascertained notion that only two sexes exist, intersex people are 

those born with ‘a condition involving the congenital anomaly of the reproductive and 

sexual system’ (Tropianao, 2002). An estimated one out of every 1,500 infants are 

born with any number of attributes that make it difficult to determine their sex, from 

ambiguous genitals to chromosomes that vary from the normative. An intersexed 

child is generally surgically altered to meet the cultural need to maintain clear 

distinctions between the sexes. ‘Hermaphrodites,’ Fausto-Sterling asserts with 

eloquence, ‘have unruly bodies. They do not fall into a binary classification; only a 

surgical shoehorn can put them there,’ and goes on to insist that individuals born as 

mixtures of male and female exist as one of five natural human variants and, as such, 

should not be forced to compromise their differences to fit a flawed societal definition 

of normality (Morland & Willox 2005). 

 

There are estimated to be 15,000 transsexual people in Britain, of whom around 

6,000-8,000 are now living permanently in their new gender role; they are now part of 

our social environment. Hormonal and surgical reassignments are regularly sought, 

and ‘it is estimated that in the major centers in the UK, around 300 genital 

reconstructions are performed annually’ (Whittle, 2004). Trans people may or may 

not physically/medically transition, they may or may not ever ‘come out’ as trans, and 

they may or may not identify as ‘men’ or ‘women’. The existence of both trans and 

intersexed individuals challenges the notion that sex is entirely biological whilst the  
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definition of transgender, in this sense, like the definition of ‘queer’, is malleable and 

inclusive. 
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Chapter One 

 

Essential, constructed or just a performance? 

 

There are three main approaches to gender that can be used to examine the 

phenomena of trans identities: the essentialist view, the social constructionist 

perspective and performativity theory. All three view sex and gender as having 

differing degrees of importance in the social world.  

 

To suggest that gender and sex are indistinguishable would, to some degree, rely upon 

a claim that our status as social beings is determined by our ‘essential’ or ‘necessary’ 

natures, not a result of cultural convention. Essentialist thinking tends to align itself 

with this notion, positioning itself with political conservatism and militating against 

social change. It places its emphasis on biological processes and argues that gender is 

a fixed trait. In this sense, it could be argued that trans people are born such, as 

essentialism relies on the notion that a person’s gender identity arises from birth, as 

opposed to one that is constructed by cultural ideologies. Trans people who have felt 

as though they belonged to the opposite sex for as long as they can remember, in this 

approach, convey a gender identity disagreement as an inborn trait (Tauches, 2008). 

 

The natal anatomic view of gender, similar to essentialism, also states that we are 

born male or female and remain so all our lives; our gender should therefore match  
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what is considered appropriate for our sex category. However, in this view, those who 

present a gender opposing their biological sex are morally depraved, mentally 

disordered, or sexually deviant; whether depraved, disordered or deviant, a trans 

persons identity remains as the sex they were pronounced at birth. In his work on 

gender, Winter (2008) states that this take on gender roles has been the mainstream 

view in most parts of the developed West, where the Judaeo-Christian and psychiatric 

schools of thought have taken deepest root. 

 

Social constructionism argues that the notion of gender as a fundamental difference 

between women and men is a social construction held in place by institutions, 

language and culture, and allows for trans people to believe that there is no reason for 

gender to be based on their sex. It states that sex and gender are separate concepts that 

are both socially constructed. Constructionist approaches, like social psychological 

perspectives, see gender as having the ability to modify over time and across cultures 

and whilst gender is thought to be based on sex, one may break the social norms that 

are dictated. The sex category, into which we are placed at birth by medical 

definitions, is simply a first guess as to what gender identity we will later assume.  

 

In further contrast to essentialism, constructionism uses gender identity as a way to 

understand why people may change from one gender to another. They do not believe 

that we are born with a gender identity, but, as in the case of trans people, a gender 

identity is something that develops over time and has the potential to mutate. A trans 

person, for example, who lives full time as the gender opposite to their biological sex, 

but who does not seek gender reassignment surgery, falls into this category. Their sex  
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and their gender do not necessarily go hand in hand, but they do not see this as a 

biological issue as they do not desire to change their given sex through surgical 

intervention. As Winter (2008) notes, this view, that a person’s identity arises out of 

his/her sense of who he/she is and how he/she presents to the world, though 

unorthodox in much of the world, is quite deeply rooted in some Eastern cultures. 

 

Finally, performative notions convey gender as a performance; a performance that is 

so routine one does not think of it as such, rather as something that is ‘normal’, just 

done. In this case, trans people may view their gender not as an expression of what 

one is, but rather gender as something that one does, bearing no connection to identity 

or reflection of sex. 
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Chapter One 

 

Literature Review 

 

More and more gender studies scholars and theorists are accepting ‘transgenderism’ 

as a subject worthy of academic consideration. While there have been articles and 

books written about gender per se, trans people have taken the discussion to new 

levels, ‘troubling deliciously not only gender but also the corollary issue of sexuality, 

patriarchy and sexual difference.’ (Morland, et al., 2005:04) The term ‘gender’ has 

acquired a whole new range of associations in light of the developing field of ‘queer 

studies’, which emerged as a reaction to Second-Wave feminism in the 1990s.  

 

Queer Theory rejects biological or essentialist notions of gender and sexuality, instead 

offering them as fluid and shifting positionalities. Although sharing ideas with social 

constructionism, queer theory has come to question the meanings of stable and fixed 

categories of identity, hegemonic truths on relationships, families, reproduction and 

desire, and the relevance of universalized normativities (Long & Wall, 2009). 

According to Benshoff and Griffin, queer theory ‘allows us to examine both straight 

and non-straight sexualities, in order to deconstruct the ways and means that 

patriarchal hegemony constructs and maintains the idea that only one sexuality is 

normal and desirable.’ (2004:05) 

 

Judith Butler’s work, particularly in her book Gender Trouble (1990), is an example 

of theoretical thought that shows the constructed nature of identities and is also seen 
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as a founding text of Queer Theory.  Butler argues against the idea that feminism 

brought about, whereby, in trying to assert that women were a group with common 

characteristics and interests, the binaries were reinforced, dividing human beings into 

two clear-cut groups. The definition offered by Jane Flax in Thinking Fragments, 

clearly illustrates the feminist thought that it is possible to define the boundaries that 

demarcate one gender from another, when she says: ‘Through gender relations two 

types of person are created: males and females, each posited as an exclusionary 

category. One can only be one gender, rarely the other or both’ (1990:23). Butler went 

on to argue that feminism had closed down the options for a person to choose their 

own individual identity, instead proposing a performance-based approach. 

 

The idea that ‘all the world’s a stage,’ as envisioned by Shakespeare himself, makes it 

easier to picture this notion of gender as a performance if one considers everyday life 

and interactions to be a broader stage on which to perform. Drag is a good example of 

performing a gender and a place at which I shall start the discussion. For Butler, 

‘gender is a kind of persistent impersonation that passes as the real,’ (1990: preface) a 

cultural practice that parodies the belief in an original/primary gender identity. ‘If one 

thinks that one sees a man dressed as a woman or a woman dressed as a man, then one 

takes the first term of each of those perceptions as the “reality” of gender: the gender 

that is introduced through the simile lacks “reality”, and is taken to constitute an 

illusory appearance’ (Butler, 1990: preface). 

 

Butler locates the subversive nature of drag and uses the example to portray that 

gender is not as fixed a category as society likes us to believe, exposing the  
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unsubstantial reasoning behind it and questioning the damage such normative 

approximations can have. The problem with Butler’s ideas when looking at trans 

identities, seem to lie in the very non-existence of a core gender, questioning the 

ability of all gender enactment to ever become “real”. ‘There is the assumption that 

females do not become men or males become women, they become pastiches, surgical 

constructions of imaginary masculinities and femininities,’ proposes Stephen Whittle 

in his article Gender Fucking or Fucking Gender (1995: 208). 

 

In addition, it is hard to imagine that transgenderists destabilize heterosexual norms, 

as their portrayal of ‘drag’- wearing clothing characteristically associated with the 

opposite sex- aims to be incognito so as to pass as ‘genuine’ in society. As Moya 

Lloyd points out in her essay Performativity, Parody, Politics: ‘What counts is that 

these performances cannot be read or recognized as performances. They must evoke 

belief’ (1999:204). Furthermore, as Charlotte Suthrell indicates in her work Unzipping 

Gender, ‘clothing as an artefact, with its clear gender divisions illustrates, as few 

other things can, the socially constructed nature of gender which goes beyond 

biological sex’(2004: 14).  

 

Criticisms of Butler’s work mainly form around two points; firstly in her belief that 

gender can be changed or rescripted at will, according to ones mood, and secondly, in 

the lack of distinguish between performativity and performance, which is something 

else entirely. Susan Stryker, in her essay, (De)Subjugated Knowledges, argues, ‘to say 

that gender is a performative act is to say that it does not need a material referent to be 

meaningful, is directed at others in an attempt to communicate, is not subject to  
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falsification or verification, and is accomplished by “doing” something rather than 

“being” something’ (2006:10). Stryker, when applying performativity to trans 

identities highlights this vital point: 

 

‘At stake in these critical engagements is the self-understanding of many transgender 

people, who consider their sense of gendered self not to be subject to their 

instrumental will, not divestible, not a form of play. Rather, they see their gendered 

sense of self as ontologically inescapable and inalienable’ (2006: 10). 

 

Whittle, on the other hand ascertains that ‘gender, like God, is a concept of the 

imagination that belongs within and supports the foundations of a patriarchal 

heterosexist hegemony.’ As for Butler’s performance-based approach, he states ‘it has 

yet to tackle whether gender is just performance or whether it just “is”’ (1995: 209).  

 

Contemporary proponents of identity politics, including feminism, gay and trans 

activists, generally take constructionist viewpoints, agreeing with Simone de Beauvoir 

that, ‘one is not born a woman, but rather becomes one’ (1973:301). ‘If there is 

something right in Beauvoir’s claim,’ states Butler, it is that ‘it follows that woman 

itself is a term in a process, a becoming, a constructing that cannot rightfully be said 

to originate or to end’ (1990:45).A woman, performatively speaking, is one who says 

she is- and who then does what woman means. ‘The biologically sexed body 

guarantees nothing: it is necessarily there, a ground for the act of speaking, but it has 

no deterministic relationship to performative gender,’ adds Stryker (2006:10). In 

accordance with this, Butler iterates that ‘the distinction between sex and gender  
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serves the argument that whatever biological intractability sex appears to have, gender 

is culturally constructed: hence, gender is neither the causal result of sex, nor as 

seemingly fixed as sex’ (1990: preface). 

 

June L. Reich goes as far as to make the case for a politics of performance, ending 

identity politics. She goes on to argue:  

 

‘We are defined not by who we are but by what we do. This is effectively a politics of 

performance. It neither fixes nor denies specific sexual and gendered identifications 

but accomplishes something else…genderfuck… ‘deconstructs’ the psychoanalytic 

concept of difference without subscribing to any heterosexist or anatomical truths 

about the relations of sex to gender…Instead, genderfuck structures meaning in a 

symbol-performance matrix that crosses through sex and gender and destabilizes the 

boundaries of or recognition, of sex, gender, and sexual practice’ (As quoted in 

Benshoff and Griffin, 2004). 

 

Frequently, queer theory uses trans identities to support constructivist arguments, 

however, trans people are questioning whether the deeply held innate sense of self 

they have can be entirely due to nurture and environment. Thus, when gender is 

defined as the effect of discourse, and sex as the effect of gender, how does the 

biological aspect of the body, the sex, fit into performativity theory? It seems to have 

been overlooked, disavowed even. If one assumes that gender is a set of performative 

actions in which there is no root, how is it possible that some subjects want to change  
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their sex? How can trans identities be accounted for in a theory that assumes 

performative acts constitute gender? 

 

In Bodies that Matter, Butler readdresses the category of sex, and the problem of 

materiality, to ask how it is that sex itself might be construed as a norm. In an 

interview with Osborne and Segal (1993), Butler announced: ‘I wanted to work out 

how a norm actually materialises a body, how we might understand the materiality of 

the body to be not only invested with a norm, but in some sense animated by a norm, 

or contoured by a norm. So I have shifted. I think that I overrode the category of sex 

too quickly in Gender Trouble. I try to reconsider it in Bodies That Matter, and to 

emphasise the place of constraint in the very production of sex.’ 

 

Trans identities are better understood in Stryker’s conceptualization of sex and gender 

suggesting that, ‘sex, is not the foundation of gender in the same way that an apple is 

the foundation of a reflection of red fruit in the mirror. “Sex” is purpose-built to serve 

as a foundation, and occupies a space excavated for it by an epistemological 

construction project’ (2006:09).Arguing that biological sex is not an essence and that 

the body’s physiology is caught up in the processes of social construction, Monique 

Wittig’s critique looks at sex as a category, whereby ‘language casts sheaves of reality 

upon the social body, stamping it and violently shaping it (1992:78).Sex has been 

constrained by an understood institution of compulsory reproduction. The ‘nature vs. 

nurture’ debate, within queer disciplines, here, seems contested. 
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Some of the growing political concerns over transgendering, or as Ken Plummer in 

his work, Genders in Question, likes to call ‘gender blending’, believing ‘gender is a 

process and not a product,’ (1996: xiv) are rooted in feminist charges made in the 

1970s that ‘transsexualism is indeed a reactionary movement: placing men in 

women’s positions- ultimately to conspire against them’ (1996: xv). 

 

According to Janice Raymond, in her book, The Transsexual Empire, although the 

transsexual woman has no penis, in the feminist movement, ‘her whole presence 

becomes a “member” invading women’s presence and dividing us once more from 

each other’ (1994:104). Not only does the transsexual feminist ‘perform total rape’ 

(1994:112), but lesbian feminists who accept transsexually constructed lesbian 

feminists as other selves are mutilating their own reality (1994:119). By allowing 

transsexuals to resolve their problems by medical means, the sex researchers are 

denying them the right to challenge the patriarchal stereotyping system which 

ultimately creates them. In her seminal essay, The Politics of Transgenderism, she 

adds, ‘while transgenderists break through the semblance of masculinity, they don’t 

break through its political reality, that is, its power. And so androgynous humanism 

replaces feminist politics’ (1996:218). 

 

As a result of her work, ‘feminists saw transsexuals as misguided and mistaken men 

seeking surgery to fulfill some imaginary notion of femininity, and furthermore, 

upholding the gendered sex-role structure inherent in the patriarchal hegemony which 

sought to discredit feminist work,’ adds Whittle (1995). Zachary Nataf, in his book,  
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Lesbians Talk Transgender, concurs, ‘transgender is seen by feminists to be an 

individual solution to what is a collective problem’ (1996:38). ‘Grappling with 

transgender issues requires that some feminists re-examine, or perhaps examine for 

the first time, some of the exclusionary assumptions they embed within the 

fundamental conceptual underpinnings of feminism’ says Stryker (2006: 07). 

 

Throwing another spanner in the works, asserts Plummer, is that ‘gender blending’ 

implies that a core gender exists that can then be changed and molded into something 

else. ‘In this case, it poses little threat to the gender order at all, since it reinforces the 

notions of gender very strongly’ (1996: xv). Kate Bornstein, in contrast to this, argues 

that the transgendered person as a “gender outlaw” causes the very destruction of the 

gendered system of reality, on which most people base major aspects of their lives. In 

her work, Gender Terror, Gender Rage, Bornstein boldly accuses those who defend 

the dichotomous gender system, of being “gender terrorists”, as they use the binaries 

to terrorize those who do not fit into the system (2006:236).The “gender terrorists” 

react with acts of violence, which range from the physical to the theoretical- as in the 

attacks on transsexuals by feminists such as Raymond. 

 

Marjorie Garber’s Vested Interests (1992), has similarly argued for the importance of 

drag and cross-dressing as disturbers of the status quo, and as activities that upset the 

regular instantiation of gender conformity. For Garber, cross-dressing is a disruptive 

element that involves not just a category crisis of male and female, but ‘the crisis of 

category itself’(1992:17).Her theories lie in the need to escape the bipolar notions of 

male and female, in order to advocate a third category- not, however, a third sex.  
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Transsexualism is, she believes, a twentieth century manifestation of cross-dressing 

and, these bipolar approaches thus create this ‘category crisis’, as it leads to a failure 

of definitional distinction, when a  border becomes blurred and in turn allows 

boundaries to be crossed. She writes, ‘the cultural effect of transvestism is to 

destabilize all such binaries: not only “male” and “female”, but also “gay” and 

“straight”, and “sex” and “gender”. This is the sense- the radical sense in which 

transvestism is a “third”’ (1992:133). 

 

Whilst historically some societies, perhaps influenced by the existence of 

hermaphrodites, believed in a third sex that combined qualities of the other two, the 

classic Freudians looked for causality in the Oedipus complex, explaining that the 

male transvestite needed to create a phallic woman to protect himself from the fear of 

castration and the guilt surrounding his desire to replace his father as his mothers 

lover. In so much as queer theory combines aspects of both of these beliefs, Morland 

and Willox have noted that ‘transsexual people have seemed to reconstitute the gender 

binary by bringing the dichotomously sexed body sharply and stubbornly back into 

focus as the necessary vehicle of desire. Moreover, by appearing to demonstrate that 

your identity is defined by your ability to change your identity, transsexuality might 

be seen as the reductio ad absurdum of queer theory’ (2005: 04). 
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Chapter 2 

 

Socio-political Identities and Popular Culture 

 

From queer theory to queer cinema, trans identities are targets for an array of differing 

opinions and representations. In their essay, Reviewing Queer Viewing, Caroline 

Evans and Lorraine Gamman pose the idea that ‘representation is an arena in which 

meanings about gender can be and are contested and constantly renegotiated’(1995). 

The growing acknowledgment of trans-identity claims that have been made both 

legally and in popular culture enables us to question the evolution of trans politics in 

relation to the media, in this instance, film. 

 

Prior to the late twentieth century there is no evidence in Western culture of what 

Whittle calls a “transsexual consciousness” (2000:43), yet Ekins and King, in their 

work Blending Genders, seem to disagree arguing that ‘communication from the 

printing press onwards have provided the means of disseminating ideas and images of 

gender blending to millions of people who otherwise, would have been unaware of its 

existence’ (1996:04). Throughout the 1950s and 1960s steeped within the era’s 

medical discourse of “homosexuality-as-disease,” films routinely implied that queer 

lives were empty, lonely, pitiful and all too often deadly (Benshoff & Griffin, 

2004:08),and despite stereotypical, clichéd queer representations in late nineteenth 

century cinema being epitomized by feminine men or masculine women, the rise of a 

new cinematic movement emerged. 
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The term ‘New Queer Cinema’ was coined by B. Ruby Rich to describe the 

emergence of certain films in the early 1990s that manifested the amalgamation of 

politics with queer culture (Chin, 2002). Whilst it was mainly applied to low-

budgeted, somewhat niche films made by openly queer, independent filmmakers, the 

term has recently been used to describe any film that explores formal boundaries and 

narrow-minded classificatory thinking, resulting in more mainstream feature 

productions, such as Boys Don’t Cry and Transamerica, being thought worthy of such 

a term. 

 

As the filmic genre continues to try to push the limitations of societies understanding 

of gender, trans people, culturally speaking, seem to be ever prevalent. ‘There is much 

to learn by looking at how films depict sex and gender, not as representations of 

sex/gender truths but, instead, as a way of seeing how so called truths are constructed 

and maintained and how meaning is created,’ says Cowan (2009: 97). It is for this 

reason that the following analyses below of two contemporary films, Boys Don’t Cry 

and Transamerica, aim to examine the cinematic portrayals of trans identity in 

relation to their resourcefulness to the aims and aspirations of trans lives’ and how 

overall, the texts impact culturally. 

 

The choice of these two films is based on their ideological goals and sharing of issues 

such as binary struggles, prejudice and gender non-conforming. As Cowan puts it, the 

main intent of the analysis is to engage with the ways in which film deals with these 

‘difficult questions of categories, boundaries and identity that can in turn help  
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illuminate the ways in which socio-political investment in heteronormative binary 

sex/gender categories can be both maintained and, to some extent, evaded’ (2009:99). 
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Chapter Two 

 

Analysing Boys Don’t Cry 

 

Based on a true story, Kimberly Peirce’s film documents the life of Brandon Teena, a 

transgendered person from Nebraska, who was raped and murdered in 1993, after his 

‘female’ anatomy was revealed. During the opening sequences of the film, Lonnie, 

Brandon’s cousin, asks him “So you’re a boy- now what?” This dialogue is interesting 

as is the films title, as the use of the term ‘boy’ reinstates the presence of a gender 

binary system. It could be argued that in this instance the film aligns itself with 

standard media representations of transsexualism which, as Ekins and King suggest 

are ‘mainly concerned with the symbolic maintenance of the gender 

dichotomy’(1996:02) as opposed to opening up ideas of fluidity amongst sex and 

gender, ultimately to further societies understanding of what it means to be ‘trans’. 

 

Within heterocentric societies, trans people are understood as deviant with regard to 

‘not only gender and sexuality, but also generation. Thus just as bullying taunts of 

“sissy” and “fag” have been used to discourage boys effeminate traits and reorient 

them toward a heterosexual masculinity, “butch” and “dyke” are meant to discourage 

girls’ masculine displays and reorient them toward heterosexual femininity,’ poses 

Mary Kearney in her work Girls Make Media (2006:05). The trans representation that 

Brandon embodies implies this notion of deviance surrounding his identity and could 

be argued to mirror the dominant view in society. 
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Throughout the narrative of Boys Don’t Cry, Peirce explores this idea of traditional 

teachings of gender, in particular, centering on those found in working-class 

American white settings and the first frames of the film evident the use of the 

derogatory binary-enforcing lexicons that Kearney explains. Brandon’s cousin, 

Lonnie, who makes reference to his homosexuality, is at the receiving end of the 

insult “don’t be a pussy,” when he is reluctant to enter a bar with Brandon. Within the 

next few minutes, images of Brandon being chased by an angry mob are reinforced 

with phrases such as “you fucking dyke, you freak, you fucked my sister you fucking 

faggot,” perhaps highlighting the strong heterosexual-as-norm views inhabited by 

Lincoln, Nebraska. In juxtaposing these traditionalist small-minded views against the 

gender disturbance that Brandon brings, Peirce as Phillips understands, tries to 

‘recuperate a masculinity that is balanced by a recognized and accepted anima or 

feminine side’ (2006:139).  

 

Although not a self-professed transsexual, the film hints that Brandon is indeed 

hoping to have sex reassignment surgery to turn his female genitalia into that of a 

male, yet he also makes reference to being a hermaphrodite and as having a ‘sexual 

identity crisis’. ‘While Brandon’s body is clearly marked as female, Brandon’s use of 

the body is marked as a successful performance of masculinity,’ says Sloop in his 

essay Disciplining the Transgendered (2000:169), aligning here with Butler’s 

performance theory before adding, ‘discussions of Brandon’s body as either 

hermaphroditic or as in preparation for a surgical female-to-male transition reveal a 

cultural impulse to work the body into a traditionally sexed position and to align 

genitalia with “true gender”’ (2000:170).  
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However, Lisa Henderson in her essay The Class Character of Boys Don’t Cry 

disagrees with Sloop, suggesting that ‘to call Brandon female-bodied sets aside the 

ways in which his masculinity is indeed felt in and written on his body’ (2001:299) 

and her views tend to align with those of Katherine Johnson in her article, Changing 

Sex, Changing Self in which she offers the idea that ‘the body is an empty vessel for 

the self…but what is surprising here is the lack of attention to physical appearance of 

the body given how important body modification practices are to the transsexual 

subject’ (2007:57). Johnson’s ideas are visible in the film through scenes depicting 

Brandon’s careful stylizing, from his cropped hair cut to his clothing that is 

consistently used to signify his masculinity (Sloop, 2000:174), to padding his crotch 

with socks, and then, ultimately using a “fake” penis. 

 

‘The signifiers of Brandon’s masculinity…range from the way he urinated to his 

heterosexual behaviour with women’ suggests Sloop, (2000:175) It would appear that 

for the inhabitants of Falls City, for Brandon, and arguably for most of society, 

genitalia equals gender. Sloop goes on to say that ‘Brandon…clearly saw the penis as 

the marker of “maleness” or manhood. Brandon’s two responses- to posit himself as a 

hermaphrodite or as a preoperative transsexual- focus on the penis and its importance 

to being a man’ (2000:180).  

 

A Butlerian perspective would view Brandon’s use of a fake penis as an act of 

complicity with hegemonic norms, since in Butler’s view, transsexuality is 

constrained by heterosexuality and in this view, Brandon is fooled by heterosexual 

ideology into believing that a penis will make him a man.  Johnson recognises what  
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Brandon and trans men face when she says ‘for FtM transsexuals, phalloplasty 

currently offers poor results… this leaves the transman in the incongruous position of 

attempting to be a man with a vagina…Even if the transsexual man is able to pass as 

male in every other situation, when embarking on a new sexual relationship, his 

transsexual status, exemplified through the lack of a functioning penis, will become a 

threat to “realness”’ (2007:66). Therefore, this depiction of a trans experience is 

useful. 

                                                                                                                  
 

Throughout the film, Brandon’s sexual relationship with Lana is documented, but the 

initial sex scene between the two has been negatively perceived by some scholars, 

particularly Phillips noting that ‘eroticism in the film is generated by the girls 

Brandon seduces, not by Brandon himself who is too masculinised to appeal to a 

heterosexual male spectator (or lesbian?)’. He adds, ‘the character of Brandon runs 

the risk of stereotyping female-to-male transsexuals as androgynous or asexual, or, at 

best, as appealing only to “femme” lesbian spectators’ (2006:145).  

 

Spectatorship is key to the analysis of this film, as discussions over the gaze the film 

creates have been rife. Laura Mulvey in her essay, Visual Pleasures and Narrative 

Cinema, argues that classical cinema constructs a ‘male gaze’- that the gazes of the 

camera, characters and actual viewers all collude to objectify women as erotic 

spectacles and create a male subject position for those in the audience, regardless of 

their actual sex (Benshoff & Griffin, 2004:201).However the Mulveyian framework 

seems void when looking at Brandon as a trans identity. Evans and Gamman suggest  
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that ‘Mulvey bases many of her arguments on the assumption that the male figure 

cannot bear the burden of sexual objectification,’ (2004:210) so what then happens in 

the case of Brandon as a trans man? What viewing position is the male or female 

spectator supposed to resume when the male lead turns out to be a biological female 

acting as a transsexual complete with female genitalia? ‘Perhaps the answer is that we 

enter some sort of “drag” when viewing, but what sort of drag is it?’ ask Evans and 

Gamman (2004: 219). 

 

The pivotal scene in which Brandon is “revealed”, offers the viewer a powerful new 

means of conceptualizing looking: in this instance, that which Judith Halberstam calls 

“the transgender gaze” present in her book, In a Queer Time and Place. In this scene, 

Lana convinces John and Tom to let Brandon show her his genitals to decide whether 

he is in fact male or female, but when Brandon goes to unbutton his jeans, she stops  

him and says “I know you’re a guy.” For Halberstam, ‘this quiet interlude in Lana’s 

bedroom establishes the female gaze, Lana’s gaze, as a willingness to see what is not 

there (a condition of all fantasy) but also a refusal to privilege the literal over the 

figurative (Brandon’s genitalia over Brandon’s gender presentation)’ (2005:87).  

 

Later, when Brandon is violently examined by John and Tom in the bathroom, ‘the 

film identifies the male gaze with the factual, the visible and the literal’ (2005:88). 

‘The brutality of the male gaze, however, is more complicated than simply a 

castrating force; John and Tom not only want to see the site of Brandon’s castration 

but more important they need Lana to see it’ (2005:88).It is interesting to highlight 

Halberstam’s use of the word “castration” in this reference as it is also something  
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Eugene Monick identifies, referring to male rage. Phillips suggests ‘In Monick’s 

Jungian perspective, male rage is the product of castration anxiety, a violent reaction 

against any threat to the phallus, defined as a man’s “creative power” and the 

“governing symbol of masculinity”’ (2006:143). A fear of being feminized is for 

Monick the underlying source of their rage and as Halberstam also notes, alternative 

forms of masculinity, female masculinity in particular, can subvert aspects of 

‘dominant masculinity’ and thus denaturalize the relationship between maleness and 

power (1998:02), perhaps offering an understanding of the perpetuating fear of trans 

identities in society. 

 

However, what is significant in this scene is that the film does not leave the viewer in 

a position of binary viewing. Instead, Halberstam argues that ‘In this shot/reverse shot 

sequence between the castrated Brandon and the transgender Brandon, the 

transgender gaze is constituted as a look divided within itself, a point of view that 

comes from two places at the same time, one clothed and one naked’(2005:89). 

Further, as Nicholas Mirzoeff concurs in his work The Visual Culture Reader, ‘the 

possibility of a transgender subject position is made possible by the female gaze as 

Lana is willing to see Brandon as he sees himself’ (2002:597).  

 

The rage Tom and John feel ultimately resides in the film ending with the true-to-life 

depiction of the harrowing and haunting rape and murder of Brandon. ‘What the men 

do to Teena is designed to restore the binary fixity that Brandon’s behaviour 

threatens’ says Phillips (2006:143). ‘He finally becomes a transitional body made  
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violently accountable to a gender binarism which permits no alternative embodiment 

or subjectivity, demanding instead that both one’s body and claims about one’s self 

conform to male masculinity or female femininity, and to heterosexuality as their 

normative counterpart’ adds Henderson (2001:300).  

 

Henderson goes on to suggest that ‘gender malevolence…also comes from the film’s 

plot, particularly the romantic recuperation of Brandon as Teena in a late rendering of 

his and Lana’s love affair as a lesbian relationship…the scene affirms what Brandon’s 

rapists had imposed- that Brandon is female’ (2001:300). Phillips in agreement, adds 

‘if we consider the love scenes as providing the key to a proper reading of the film, 

Brandon’s transsexuality is in part repressed  by the narrative itself’ (2006:141). It 

would seem that once Brandon confesses his true sex to Lana, they see their 

relationship in lesbian terms, something Brandon had been adamant he was not at an 

earlier interaction in the film between himself and Lonnie, shouting “I am not a 

dyke.” 

 

Annabelle Willox in her essay Branding Teena argues with some justification that the 

important word in the final love scene between Lana and Brandon is “girl”, ‘the use of 

which helps to transform their previous love-making into a linguistically-avowed 

lesbianism’ (2003: 419). It would seem that for the audience, perhaps Peirce thought 

that lesbianism would be easier to confront than transsexualism, something she has 

been criticized for. 
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‘To view Brandon as a lesbian rather than a transsexual is less threatening to male 

heterosexual identity,’ offers Phillips (2006:143) furthering his concurrence with the  

interpretation of the film as one of homosexuality when he states ‘the depiction of the 

killings as generated by homophobia is a further invitation to read the film as about 

lesbianism rather than transgender. This homophobia is seen to have its roots in 

castration anxiety…and an unconscious response to insecurities in relation to 

sexuality’ (2006:142). 

 

Halberstam has inferred that ‘Peirce’s inability to sustain a transgender gaze opens up 

a set of questions about the inevitability and dominance of both the male/female and 

the hetero-homo binary in narrative cinema,’ whilst Ekins and King propose that 

‘behind the representations there is a necessary backdrop- a system of two gender 

categories…The self-evidence of this system is what gives the media any point at all. 

Only on this basis can the producer and consumer make sense of it all’ (1996:120). 

  

In conclusion, Boys Don’t Cry underscores the need to find a language for 

classifications of gender beyond male and female, and of sexuality beyond hetero and 

homo in order to make irrelevant the gender stereotyping language popular culture is 

currently concerned with. The film highlights well that the gender practice and 

performance of trans identities is limited by the discourse of heterosexuality resulting 

in a failure to respect the rights of trans people and deny the very existence of people 

with a plural gender. However, as an artifact of popular culture, despite the film 

ultimately punishing the transgender subject for his inflexibilities and for failing to 

deliver the fantasy of fluidity that trans people so desire, as Halberstam notes, Boys  
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Don’t Cry, in effect ‘opens the door to a nonfetishistic mode of seeing the transgender 

body- a mode that looks with, rather than at, the transgender body and cultivates the 

multidimensionality of an indisputably transgender gaze’ (2005:92). 
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Chapter Two 

 

Analysing Transamerica 

 

According to Cowan, Transamerica (2005), a film following the journey (both 

literally and metaphorically) of a pre-operative male-to- female transsexual named 

Bree, both reinforces and challenges the dichotomies of sex/gender politics 

(2009:104). Historically, transgender people were expected to lie about their identities 

and about their pasts, as Bornstein discusses in her work (1994: 62-65), yet this film 

openly documents Bree’s past as a male and lays emphasis on the need to accept her 

past in order to be able to continue her new life as a surgically constructed female. 

Bornstein (1994) goes on to inform that the old medical model when dealing with 

transgender issues, ordered the suppressing of patient’s childhood and biological sex, 

favouring a denial of existence as the sex into which they were born and/or raised. ‘In 

this way, the medical, psychiatric and psychological establishment encouraged 

transsexuals to lie about their gendered histories in order to seamlessly enter into 

accordance with the hegemonic, binary gender system and live “stealth” lives’ says 

Joelle Ruby Ryan, in her work Reel Gender (2009:09).The film echoes this older 

concept however, as at the beginning of the film, Bree’s therapist tells her: “You look 

very authentic.” Bree replies: “I try to blend in, keep a low profile. I believe the slang 

terminology is living stealth.”  
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The suppressing of one’s biological sex in cultural history, as opposed to the film, 

according to Ryan helped to ensure ‘trans subjectivity as totally invisible and as a 

fleeting mode of being that indicated passage from one physical state to another’ 

(2009:09). However, Transamerica, as Cowan argues, also substantiates itself within 

this binary framework as its success alone demonstrates, ‘that the transsexual who 

wants to cross and pass is, more than ever, accepted by mainstream culture- Bree does 

not want to live as a trans person, continually calling into question our safe, 

comfortable categories of male/female’ (2009:107). Bree, in her own and her 

therapists terms, is suffering from “gender dysphoria”, historically and medically  

referred to as “gender identity disorder” which is still listed in the Diagnostic and 

Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-111-R) and still considered an illness 

(Bullough, 1993:313). ‘Therefore, it is not surprising that the central tenet of the 

concept - dissonance between sex (the body) and gender identity (the mind) – figures 

large in many trans narratives,’ says Sally Hines, in her essay Trans Forming Gender 

(2007: 5.2). 

 

It would seem that the film places too much emphasis on the labelling of Bree’s 

condition and on her desire to transition surgically, in the process neglecting an 

opportunity to portray trans identities as “normal” when sitting outside the binaries of 

the sex/gender classification system. For Butler ‘because certain kinds of “gender 

identities” fail to conform to those norms of cultural intelligibility, they appear only as 

developmental failures or logical impossibilities from within that domain. Their 

persistence and proliferation however, provide critical opportunities to expose the 

limits and regulatory aims of that domain of intelligibility, and hence, open up within  
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the very terms of that matrix of intelligibility rival and subversive matrices of gender 

disorder’ (1990:24). However, the representation of trans visibility that Bree 

embodies misses this point all together. 

 

Rather than explore the fluidity of gender, Transamerica arguably constructs what can 

only be described as the stereotypical story of transition. The founding representation 

of trans identities as a whole in the film ‘is to construct trans bodies as “normal” in an 

effort to render trans people understandable, tolerable or deserving’ says Shana Agid 

in her essay When We Became Normal (2006:24). For Bree, her desire for normality is 

paramount and not wanting ‘a liminal life on the frontier- on the threshold between 

genders’ (Cowan, 2009:107), she embarks on a journey towards sex reassignment 

surgery. 

 

An interesting point that Ekins and King make is that ‘medicine has become the 

culturally major lens through which gender blending is viewed in modern Western 

societies. So whilst the media do not simply reproduce medical knowledge, this 

perspective has had a major impact on the media treatment of gender blending’ 

(1996:119). This is certainly true of Transamerica, using narrative to ensure ‘gender 

conflict is given embodied expression through surgery, producing the body as story. 

The transsexual body inscribed through “textual violence” finally allows the 

representation of the contradictions and ambiguity, the “chaos of lived gendered 

experience,” to be intelligibly read’ adds Zachary Nataf in his work Lesbians Talk 

Transgender (1996:21). 
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Within Transamerica, the continuation of Bree’s journey towards gender 

reassignment surgery is amplified through a universal ‘personal progressive narrative, 

stories of origin and completion- from wrong bodies to right ones, tales of 

professional and personal success’ offers Agid (2006:24). ‘Narratives of 

transition…are heroic processes of self-discovery and self-naming from epiphany to 

acceptance, decision and commitment to change over, the embodiment or rebirth, the 

early stages of new life and passing. It is during this process that some form of gender 

stability is sought, along with an alleviation of the anxiety and malaise of gender 

dysphoria,’ agrees Nataf (1996:20).  

 

It has been argued by King that ‘the media have been partly or largely responsible for 

promoting the idea of transsexualism as a genuine condition for which sex-

reassignment surgery is an appropriate response’ (1996:144). ‘The movies have so  

popularised the idea of sex-change that the patient may come to the psychiatrist 

already sure of his diagnosis and treatment,’ offer Newman and Stoller in their work 

Non-transsexual Men who seek Sex Reassignment (1974:438). For this, Transamerica 

could be said to be guilty of.  

 

Rebecca Scherr proposes, in her essay (Not) queering “white vision” in Far from 

Heaven and Transamerica ‘one must adhere to a very narrow concept of 

transsexualism to receive the requisite medical treatment. Those whose identities and 
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desires as “the opposite sex” most closely align with normative conceptions of 

femininity, masculinity, and heterosexuality more easily pass through the mechanisms 

of control’ (2008). Bree therefore is presented in the film as a trans-woman, sexually 

attracted to men (therefore reinforcing the hetero-binary) and, as made evident in a 

scene in which she stumbles upon a transgender party made up of trans people who 

appear to be at ease with their gender ‘otherness’ ,  Bree is clearly at odds with the 

ambiguity of sex/gender. However, in this scene, Scherr notes that the trans people 

who are not interested in passing or going “stealth” are made to be seen as ‘freaks’ 

(2008). Bree ‘prefers to be simultaneously visible (as woman) and invisible (as trans)’ 

she concludes. 

 

For Cowan, this scene ‘reflects the anxieties and difficulties that many transsexual 

people face around concealing one’s birth sex/gender and passing in one’s self-

perceived sex/gender’ (2009: 107). In this respect, Transamerica highlights a true-to-

life depiction of one trans issue. ‘Bree claims her right to exist as a good citizen in a 

politically liberal society that rewards her for her commitment to heteronormativity’ 

and ‘is exactly the sort of “good” transsexual subject that the United Kingdom’s 

Gender Recognition Act 2004 would comprehend and reward with legal recognition’ 

(2009:107).This aligns with Butler’s claim whereby ‘the “unity” of gender is the 

effect of a regulatory practice that seeks to render gender identity uniform through a 

compulsory heterosexuality’ (1990:43). 
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Transamerica concludes with the surgery Bree has awaited so long and in these terms, 

as King suggests, ‘the person finds him/herself, is made whole, past problems are 

explained and transcended, in cultural terms, the categorization of gender is 

vindicated as the misfit finally fits’ (1996:145). 

 

In conclusion, Transamerica, as Ryan suggests could be argued ‘repeatedly 

downplays the social, cultural and political implications of trans people’s lives, and 

focus instead on micro-level experiences and salacious personal details. For example, 

issues such as sexuality, sex reassignment surgery, and non-accepting family 

members are overrepresented. However, issues such as discrimination, the binary 

gender system and civil rights initiatives, which have been a focus of the transgender 

movement, are rarely depicted’ (2009:28). On another level, the way in which Bree as 

character is stereotyped into what Katrina Roen, in her work Either/Or and 

Both/Neither (2001) describes as a traditional “transsexual”- someone who serves to 

affirm the existing sex/gender system by passing and surgically altering into ‘either’ 

male ‘or’ female, ultimately “selling out”- the film misses any opportunity to portray 

the real lives of trans people who do not surgically change to fit societies flawed 

definitions. As Claudine Griggs notes in her work S/HE ‘it seems dangerous to 

assume that when a transsexual has surgery he or she becomes not transsexual, or 

even “less transsexual”’ (1998:91).  

 

Both Boys Don’t Cry and Transamerica, despite acknowledging trans identities, seem 

to be ‘more interested in titillating the viewer with transgressions of gender norms 
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than with a sustained examination of what it means to live as a gender outlaw,’ as Ki 

Namaste suggests in his work Tragic Misreadings (1996:197). Although both very 

different films, offering differing representations of what it means to be trans, Boys 

illustrates this with more fluidity whilst Transamerica tends to situate itself within a 

medico-legal framework which re-establishes the gender binaries. However, as 

Cowan suggests ‘such a stark division in cinematic representation is not always 

reflected in the ways in which people themselves understand their experience of what 

it means to live as trans’ (2009:109) and whilst culture generally assumes that ‘being 

made into image is, in theory, tantamount to having made it,’ there is also a ‘certain 

romance in seeing ourselves on screen, or seeing people who, if we squint, we might 

pretend are close enough,’ says Agid. This poses the question ‘how does imagining 

that representation is liberation gloss over the rules by which those representations are 

chosen?’(2006:25). 

 

Christine Burns, former trans activist for Press for Change, when interviewed for this 

dissertation notes ‘It's unfortunate that neither Boys Don't Cry or Transamerica were 

portrayed by real trans actors. That sends a negative message in itself, reinforcing the 

presumption that cis-gender people have a right to colonise and interpret trans 

experience. It also means that the trans narrative tends to get eclipsed by the media's 

fascination with the idea of cis-actors playing trans.’ She goes on to argue that whilst 

she believes representations on the whole have improved, it is interesting to note the 

changes in impact to trans lives’ that bad examples create, since trans people have 

found a collective voice. She concludes, ‘Where a poor representation might once 

have been created without any kind of challenge, negative representations nowadays  
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simply become campaign props … transformed into illustrative examples of why the 

campaigners have a valid cause to campaign.’ However, Ryan would argue that it is 

still difficult to ignore the fact that ‘the way in which an oppressed group is 

represented in the media has an impact on the way they are treated in the “real” 

world’ (2009:09) thus, as Phillips notes ‘we have established that…the same mix of 

fear and fascination, of eroticism and repulsion structures our responses to 

transgender in the imaginary of our culture’ (2006:173). 

 

Having looked at the way representations of trans lives were represented within the 

filmic genre through both of the films, and how they impacted culturally, analysing 

their reception in the “real” world is also of great importance when deciphering 

whether, in fact, they made any real political or social impact at all. It is apparent that 

both films highlighted different transgender issues, but surely the main concern 

should be whether they impacted on societies overall perception of trans people and 

whether they have helped acceptance of gender-diverse people within that society? 
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Chapter Three 

 

Language and Power 

 

To better understand the social impact that both Boys Don’t Cry and Transamerica 

had, the language used to review both films needs to be looked at in terms of the 

underlying messages and weighting it had on public perception. A critical analysis of 

the discourses used within three reviews of the two trans-orientated films enables a 

clearer understanding of the power language holds over changing public opinion. The 

three reviews chosen for each film are from three British newspapers; The Guardian 

(supposedly left of centre political stance), The Independent (supposedly void of any 

political stance) and The Observer (left of centre political stance). 

 

As John Fiske (1994) once said, ‘our words are never neutral’, instead they are 

politicized, even if we are not aware of it, because they carry the power that reflects 

the interests of those who speak. Opinion leaders, courts, government, editors, even 

family and consumer scientists, play a crucial role in shaping issues and in setting the 

boundaries of legitimate discourse (Henry & Tator, 2002). 

 

Stemming from Habermas’s (1973) critical theory, critical discourse analysis (CDA) 

aims to help understand social problems that are mediated by mainstream ideology 

and power relationships, all perpetuated by the use of written texts in our daily and 

professional lives. Oppression, repression, and marginalization go unchallenged if the 

text is not critically analyzed to reveal power relations and dominance. In analyzing  
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the reviews of the films that three popular newspapers published, I aim to the 

illuminate ways in which the dominant forces in a society (i.e. the British print media)  

construct versions of reality that favor their interests, whether politically or culturally.  

 

Questions looked at will consider: What are the typical features at large in the reviews 

of both the trans-topical films? Why are these features being used? What has been 

purposely omitted and why? How are modality and connotation being used to 

appropriate a particular message or viewpoint? And, most importantly, how are these 

reviews used to influence British perception and acceptance of trans people?  
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Chapter Three 

 

Reviewing the Reviews of Boys Don’t Cry 

 

The reviews being analysed below were all published within two days of the films 

release in national and well-respected British newspapers. Both the reviews in The 

Independent and The Observer make specific use of the words ‘boy’ and ‘girl’ in the 

articles ‘headline’, whilst The Guardian strays from this cultural binary definition of 

gender, instead focusing on the trans character as being in ‘the wrong trousers’, 

although it could be argued that the use of the word ‘trousers’ suggests an association 

of that item of clothing being in relation to the male sex. The foregrounding of these 

classificatory words juxtaposed with, in the case of The Independent, the words 

‘impersonation’ and ‘fantasy’ somehow frames the review, the film and the trans 

identity Brandon the character embodies, as an immature, childlike, fantastical issue 

that does not situate well in the ‘real’ world, thus ignoring the issue as one related to 

most of society, and again, marginalizing and segmenting trans people.  

 

As Claude Abastado argues (1980: 149), headlines encapsulate not only the content 

but the orientation, the perspective that the readers should bring to their understanding 

of the article. If we use this idea to position the reader in terms of the connotations 

present in all three headlines, the notion of trans issues becomes blurred within the 

realms of gender as a performance, not something that is innate. The article reads ‘she 

successfully passed herself off as a boy’, insinuating she is not a boy but acting and  
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pretending to be one. This could be said to align with Butler’s performance theory, yet 

it is doubtful that most of society will have ever heard of it.  

 

As Develotte and Rechniewski argue in their work Discourse Analysis of Newspaper 

Headlines, ‘titles 'stand alone' without explanation or definition; they depend on the 

reader recognising instantly the field, allusions, issues, cultural references necessary 

to identify the content of the articles. They thus rely on a stock of cultural knowledge, 

representations and models of reality that must be assumed to be widespread in the 

society if the headlines are to have meaning.’ The published reviews thus rely on the 

presupposition that society will take from the headlines of each review that gender 

follows from sex and trans people are therefore ‘abnormal’ and ‘outsiders’ who defy 

the gender binary system. 

 

It is apparent in all three reviews of Boys Don’t Cry that the use of the word 

‘transsexual’, ‘transgender’ or ‘trans’ has been omitted. This omission of what trans 

people would consider vital information, could be argued to portray an inaccurate 

reading of the film and therefore people suffering from gender identity crises in turn. 

The reviews clearly rely on the fact that the average reader will not notice this 

absence and consequently it won’t come under scrutiny. However, in so far as 

generating continued misunderstandings in so far as trans people are concerned, the 

omitted explanation of the films main topic is highly worrying. The Independent use 

the term ‘sexually troubled young woman’ to describe Brandon and go on to say ‘we  
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know what she is, even if we don’t know (and never do learn) why she is what she is.’ 

Surely this is a highfalutin way of almost denying trans existence, referring to 

Brandon almost as a ‘thing’. Not only is this view narrow-minded and derogatory it is 

misleading and maddeningly influential to potential readers. The Observer says that 

Brandon was ‘accepted for what she appears to be,’ yet there is no mention of what 

‘she’ is exactly, whilst The Guardian seem conflicted in their definition of a trans 

identity, initially referring to Brandon as an ‘ingénue’- a naïve, innocent, young 

woman before later describing him as a Ganymede- a Trojan boy of great beauty, and 

finally settling on the conclusion that Brandon is a ‘gender outlaw’. Arguably the 

latter of the three depictions The Guardian uses is the most easily identifiable for 

members of the general public, instilling the notion of trans people as corrupt and 

‘other’ within the dominant discourse of this country! 

 

Frustratingly all three reviews refer to Brandon as ‘she’ throughout, something which 

the media were criticized for in the real life handling of Brandon Teena’s murder. 

‘Use the pronoun preferred by the individuals who have acquired the physical 

characteristics (by hormone therapy, body modification, or surgery) of the opposite 

sex and present themselves in a way that does not correspond with their sex at birth. If 

that preference is not expressed, use the pronoun consistent with the way the 

individuals live publicly,’ says Norm Goldstein (2002).  

 

Robert Gallisson (1995) argues that reworking of linguistic and cultural forms 

constitute a 'conspiratorial wink' in the direction of the reader. They help to create and 

maintain a sense of shared community and collective identity. Thus, the trans identity  
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is not considered in this shared community. All three reviews seem to be headed in 

this direction and whilst I understand that a review is supposed to be subjective, the 

newspapers in which they are published are inevitably factors that help shape 

society’s understandings and mindsets on matters such as trans people. Therefore the 

resounding message that is being resonated is one of negativity and confusion, 

something that trans people have been trying to eradicate, ironically, through the very 

medium which is creating such a botched message.  

 

Whilst critical discourse analysis aims to answer the question ‘how are we made in 

our culture? (Foucault, 2000), the argument surely is that, within the reviews of Boys 

Don’t Cry that have been looked at above, trans people are not being ‘made into 

culture’ as their very existence is ultimately being denied or buried under the 

hegemonic discourse surrounding what it means to be a man or woman. 
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Chapter Three 

 

Reviewing the Reviews of Transamerica 

 

The language used by most of the media, and indeed, in these three reviews of 

Transamerica, seem to ignore the problem of gender stereotyping. As Liebes and 

Curran state in their work Media, Ritual and Identity, ‘Close to the heart of our 

cultural and political system is the pattern of roles associated with our conceptions of 

masculinity and femininity, of the ‘normal’, ‘natural’ and ‘moral’ attributes and 

responsibilities of men and women that children learn and adults are discouraged from 

toppling as expectations and beliefs about what is possible and proper for men and 

women’ (1998:91). 

 

The Observer tend to use topicalization within their review of the film, with the first 

twelve lines referring to cross-dressing, a misleading start as Bree is in fact a trans 

woman. The review also pokes fun at those who ‘cross-dress’ insinuating to the 

reading public that transgenderism is something to be laughed at. A further mishap on 

their behalf comes in the form of a reference to Bree as undergoing ‘sexual 

reassignment surgery’ when she is actually having ‘sex reassignment surgery’- the 

mistakes apparent in the first few paragraphs illuminate the lack of understanding and 

lack of willing to understand trans issues. 

 

This lack of acceptance or sheer disregard for trying to understand the problems trans 

folk face, not just in the media, but in life, is apparent throughout all three reviews,  
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although The Observer’s review is by far the worst. Not content with having poked 

fun at a serious gender-related problem, the reviewer goes on to suggest that the 

discomfort Bree feels at having stumbled upon a transgender meeting is ‘amusing’. 

Marginalizing and using trans people as the butt of a joke is what is being conveyed 

throughout. 

 

There is a very strong cultural tradition of accusing trans people of being “deceptive” 

and by writing that Bree's son Toby 'discovers the truth', The Observer reinforce this 

cultural 'need' to 'out' trans people. Discursive formations structure ways of thinking 

and storytelling that reinforce already taken-for-granted notions of identity and 

difference while limiting alternative constitutions. Discourse does not merely reflect 

social practices, relations and structures. It plays a constitutive role in the construction 

and reproduction of them (Emirbayer and Goodwin, 1994; Wetherell and Potter, 

1992). 

 

Whilst both The Guardian and The Independent refer to Bree as 'she' throughout their 

reviews, The Observer, not surprisingly, does not.  What is interesting throughout all 

three approaches is the emphasis they put on Felicity Huffman's performance as Bree, 

redirecting the writing away from the meatier issues at play. By heavily concentrating 

on the actresses skill, as Christine Burns says 'you can't help feeling that the whole 

cis‐gender world has an unhealthy fascination with what gender change would 

be like for themselves and is more comfortable exploring it in that second‐hand 

fashion, comparing notes with another cis‐person who has dabbled in it for film.’ 
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The Guardian describes Transamerica as ‘a very contrived, mawkish and 

politically correct excuse for a road movie and that title seems to be shrilly 

standing up for marginalized souls all across the US,’ before contradicting itself 

in the final paragraph to summarize that the film ‘wins you round by declining to 

grandstand on sexual or political issues, by not banging any drum in Bree’s 

cause, by not demanding victim status for Bree.’ The fact that this review takes 

heed in the way that the film, in their eyes, doesn’t bear any political, moral or 

substantially thought‐provoking message is tantamount. What is concerning is 

that this is the message also being read by a large percentage of society, who 

largely interpret the words of those in power as "self‐evident truths." 

 

Whilst The Independent’s review takes a more serious approach to the subject, it 

is far from flawless, using stereotypical words such as ‘bloke’ to reinforce a clear 

division between the binaries. They also align with the view that genitalia equals 

gender by inferring that Bree will become happier by ‘having the operation that 

will make her “all woman”’. However, the review regains itself in the second to 

last paragraph in which it identifies, as neither one of the other reviews did, that 

Bree ‘expresses a terrible sadness in her yearning to be other than she is, and at 

the same time a dread of being ridiculed for just that reason.’ In this sentence a 

great deal of understanding about the problems real trans people have to face is 

evident. 
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In the words of Sue McGregor (2003), when looking at trans related issues within the 

print media we need to look more closely and read between the lines to ‘figure out the 

real meaning behind the spoken and written word in hopes that the insight gained can 

be used to bring about more equity, justice, freedom, peace, and hope.’ 
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Chapter Three 

 

Conclusion 

 

Having now analytically looked at both the films and the reviews of the films Boys 

Don’t Cry and Transamerica, the ways in which these texts acted culturally is clearer. 

It would appear that ‘repeated and limited representations of some social groups…has 

a relationship with their social status and power’ (Long & Wall, 2009: 290) hence, 

despite trans people being more visible in popular culture than they were ten years 

ago, they still have a long struggle ahead in resituating and reeducating society when 

it comes to matters of gender ‘otherness’- genders that society as a whole stigmatize 

and repel, mainly due to a fear and lack of knowledge. 

 

Michel Foucault’s main interest was ‘on the way that ideas change through time, and 

how language and power were centrally involved these changes’ (Long & Wall, 2009: 

291). In so far as this affects trans representations in the media, the changing of 

perception needs to be addressed as currently, as seen in the chapters above, the media 

can be hostile towards trans people. There is still the idea in contemporary gender 

discussions through the media that sex is legality and gender is validity; whilst this 

notion remains trans people will still be looked at in clearly demarcated terms.  

 

However, as Christine Burns notes in her work for the trans campaigning group Press 

for Change, ‘although all of the media can be said to have had a significant hand in  
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painting the past negative, stigmatising, backdrop for trans people’s lives for decades, 

those same channels for news, opinion and entertainment have also played a very 

significant role in the process of change — sometimes LEADING public opinion, and 

sometimes, of late, realising that they had to run to catch up with it,’ although she 

does add that ‘social history in Britain shows time and time again that the process of 

examining public attitudes towards a minority will not begin until steps are taken to 

positively acknowledge that a problem exists’ (Burns, 2004). 

 

‘Because visibility frequently translates to social acceptance and correlates with 

political clout, ‘deviant’ looks and bodies- though by no means solely queer looks and 

bodies- are definitely, often defiantly, present,’ says Holmlund in his work Impossible 

Bodies (2002:05) with Stephen Whittle noticing that ‘social attitudes have changed 

considerably since the early 1990s, when transsexual people first started to campaign 

for their rights to ‘respect and equality’ (2004). However, does this supposed change 

in attitudes mean increased acceptance for trans people or does it mean just simply 

that- increased visibility? 

 

Whilst many cultural aspects of life still require a definite distinction between the 

sexes and gender, society does seem to be moving towards a more welcoming 

approach to trans identities, with the latest developments being seen in the addition of 

trans people in many of the political parties manifestos for the coming elections in 

May 2010. As Bullough (1993) notes, ‘calling these people who do not fit neatly into 

the two gender boxes labeled ‘male’ and ‘female’ nonconformists, sounds as if they 

violated the norms of society on purpose’ (1993:312), going on to argue that ‘there  
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needs to be a rethinking of the whole concept of gender boxes in society and, with 

this, a recognition of the androgynous or gynadrous tendencies present in all humans’ 

(1993:364). 

 

Criticism of the media is often expressed by transsexuals and transvestites for 

focusing on the atypical and the distasteful and for generally spreading confusion and 

misunderstanding (Ekins & King, 1996:144). Misunderstanding is the key word in all 

concerns for trans people, the media need to be more forthcoming with information 

that isn’t encased in sensationalism or medical terms; that isn’t confined to chat show 

‘outings’ or women’s gossip magazines; that isn’t concerned with finding the ‘cause’ 

of transgenderism and that certainly isn’t defined as an ‘illness’. Instead, what needs 

to be sought is, as Ekins and King explain in their work Blending Genders ‘a world at 

home in a postmodern cacophony of multiplicity, pastiche and pluralities that marks 

the death of the meta-narratives of gender which have dominated the modern world’ 

(1996: xvi). 

 

Phillips argues however that ‘representations of transgenders are already leading the 

way towards new conceptions of a self increasingly defined in terms of the images 

that popular culture reflects back to it’ and ‘is in this perspective only the beginning 

of a revolution that will transform our sexual habits in the West, leading to an 

explosion of multiple sexualities and genders beyond a reality that increasingly eludes 

meaningful definition’ (2006:173). When the media finally begin to accept gender as 

a more fluid category, ‘when the constructed status of gender is theorized as radically 

independent of sex, gender itself becomes a free floating artifice, with the  
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consequence that man and masculine might just as easily signify a female body as a 

male one, and woman and feminine a male body as easily as a female one’ (1990:09) 

asserts Butler. 

 

However, as Angel Lin so eloquently puts it in her work Problematizing Identity, ‘As 

long as there is social inequality and as long as the powerful groups of people in 

society continue to fix essentialist identities for others (or conversely, ignore or deny 

the existence of others who are different from them), there will still be the need for 

identity struggles and identity politics’ (2008:213). Whilst the media continue to 

battle and come to terms with the uncertainty and destabilizing that trans identities 

induce, we should never forget that changes in the media don’t necessarily equal 

changes in life. 
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Appendices 

 

Taken from The Independent- review of Boy’s Don’t Cry 

 

April 9, 2000  

Full marks for a brilliant impersonation of a girl living out her fantasy as a boy  

By Gilbert Adair 

The true story of Teena Brandon or Brandon Teena is both beautiful and horrible - 

and, like all beautiful, horrible true stories, it haunts. It haunts us the way photographs 

of people who are about to die haunt us. It haunted Kimberley Peirce, the director of 

Boys Don't Cry, when she originally read the story - of a sexually troubled young 

woman who successfully passed herself off as a boy in a white-trash Nebraskan 

community - in the Village Voice several years ago. And the supreme virtue of her 

movie, which has more virtues than it has flaws, is that it, too, haunts. If it didn't, it 

would be worthless. 

 

The first time we see Teena, she has had her hair boyishly cropped and is stuffing a 

rolled-up sock down her jeans. From the onset, then, we know what she is, even if we 

don't know (and never do learn) why she is what she is. Yet, even after that opening 

scene, even after we've seen her naked, so hallucinatorily persuasive is Hilary Swank 

in appearance and performance that it becomes next to impossible to shake off the 

conviction that she is a boy. And not just any boy, but an orchidaceously personable 

youth who, a decade ago, might have landed a leading role in Coppola's The  
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Outsiders, that gaudy apotheosis of male adolescent voluptÃ©. (Not that either of the 

two performers is likely to appreciate the idea, but it would be fun to cast Swank in a 

kinky romantic comedy opposite Jaye Davidson from The Crying Game.) 

 

Even though a lot of it was shot in exteriors, Boys Don't Cry is one of the most 

claustrophobic movies I've ever seen. The America it depicts so painfully is the 

America that foreigners never think of when they say how much they adore America, 

a covert, claustrophobic America more insular than Albania and more violent, 

potentially, than Liberia. Claustrophobic, too, is Swank's brilliant impersonation of a 

girl whose euphoria to be living out her fantasy as a boy is constantly gnawed at by 

her terror of exposure. One can see it, in his/her glassily fixed grin, the terror that 

some inquisitive cop with nothing better to do will insist on inspecting her ID or that, 

at a raunchy party, someone will put a playful hand on her crotch - and it will be all 

over for her. The moments in the movie hardest to watch are those in which nothing 

as yet has happened but anything might. 

 

As I wrote above, Boys Don't Cry is not unflawed. Peirce has a tiresome tendency to 

"poeticise" her imagery (time-lapse cinematography of clouds flitting past a full 

moon, that sort of clichÃ©d thing) and she seriously botches the movie's climax, 

which appears rushed and, even though faithful to the historical facts, contrived. 

These, though, are minor lapses: she gets the essentials right. 
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Taken from The Guardian- review of Boys Don’t Cry 

 

The wrong trousers 

This gender-reversal love story has violence and despair, but true romance too, says 

Peter Bradshaw 

guardian.co.uk, Friday 7 April 2000 15.18 BST  

 

"Why can't you just admit you're a dyke?" yells Teena Brandon's cousin. "Because I'm 

not a dyke," Teena screams back. In that exchange is the genesis of Kimberly Peirce's 

compelling debut feature, Boys Don't Cry, based on the true story from 1993 of a 

teenage girl who reversed her surname, first name and sexual identity to become 

Brandon Teena, with a balled-up sock down her shorts and taped-up breasts, a 

likeable bright-eyed ingénu(e) who turns up in the no-horse town of Falls City, 

Nebraska.  

 

This is a place of incredible boredom, where the big deal is to chase bats, go bumper-

surfing (hanging off the back of a pick-up from a rope) or lie on your back in the yard 

hoovering up the compressor gases from a solvent spray. John (Peter Sarsgaard) is a 

wild local dude, and Tom (Brendan Sexton III) is his cringing buddy; both of them are 

on the margins of trouble with the police, both have issues with "impulse control". It 

is under their malign scrutiny that gender outlaw Brandon persuades Lana (Chloë 

Sevigny), a sweet local girl, to fall in love with him/her - with tragic results.  
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Brandon Teena considers herself to be a man, and Lana feels the same way, even 

when the truth is revealed. And Peirce's direction endows their love with an exquisite 

element of fantasy, role-playing, romance and escape: a secret masked ball of 

forbidden love in this dire trailer-park world. Brandon has entered into the male role 

of heterosexual love more intensely, more fervently, than any biological male could, 

because this is what Brandon has chosen . It is a gesture at once of love for Lana and 

of ecstatic self-realisation, and this moves Lana profoundly, and makes this such an 

affecting love story.  

 

As Brandon, Hilary Swank has won golden opinions, quite rightly, and now an 

Academy Award, with a performance of enormous courage and conviction. With her 

new short hair, which Brandon is always nervously flicking and adjusting in the 

mirror, and a coltish, loose-limbed persona, she is engaging and lovable. And this 

vulnerability is almost unbearable when she is brutalised and killed by the moronic 

good ol' boys who can't handle the truth about the guy they've been hanging out with 

and who's been dating a local girl.  

 

Swank is undoubtedly powerful but I think she is actually matched, and perhaps even 

subtly outclassed by Sevigny, who has here given a performance in advance of 

anything she has produced so far. Her slightly pallid, petulant presence can often 

seem ungenerous and opaque, but here she is just right: the quintessence of normality 

to set against this exquisite Ganymede whose destiny is hitched to hers. Sevigny 

handles the love-making scene with Brandon - after she/he has enticed Lana to skive 

off her terrible factory night-shift - with style and abandon.  
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It is part of Peirce's achievement in this film discreetly to subtract any suggestion of 

the grotesque or bizarre in the love affair between Brandon and Lana, and replace it 

with sweetness and tragedy. Their romance is starcrossed in an intensely modern way. 

Lana is a Capulet and Brandon - well, the problem is Brandon is a Capulet as well.  

 

But this just makes it more erotic - and more desperately sad. In Brandon and Lana's 

story, Peirce defamiliarises and makes strange the act of love; she foregrounds the 

social stratagems and the choreography that express and liberate love. In her through-

the-looking-glass Madame Butterfly fable of the mid-west, Kimberly Peirce has found 

transgression and transcendence, and brought love into sharper focus.  

 

If there is a weakness in the picture, it is probably Peirce's omission of Brandon's 

existence before she found fulfilment in the role of a man; her life of what she calls 

being a " girl -girl" - and thus of a sense of process. (The time-lapse photography 

sequences of the rushing city nights are a little cliched, too.) But this is still a gripping 

film. In the promotional material, the producers suggest a literary antecedent in 

Truman Capote, and this is probably true. But the shock Lana feels in seeing Brandon 

Teena's name switched into "Teena Brandon" in a local newspaper report is not a mile 

away from Humbert Humbert's fetishistic ecstasy in Lolita in seeing his beloved name 

reversed into "Haze, Dolores" in a school record, the names transposed like gloves. 

There is violence and despair in Boys Don't Cry, but rapture and romance as well. 
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Taken from The Observer- review of Boys Don’t Cry 

 

A girl who likes girls who like boys...Hilary Swank shows why she won her Oscar for 

Boys Don't Cry. 

Philip French The Observer, Sunday 9 April 2000  

 

Cross-dressing has largely been a subject of humour in the movies, if at times of an 

erotic kind - Chaplin in Carmen, for instance, Dietrich in Morocco, Lemmon and 

Curtis in Some Like It Hot - and usually left to European directors. There are few 

mainstream precedents for its serious treatment in a lower-class milieu - off-hand only 

John Dexter's rarely screened 1972 I Want What I Want and Neil Jordan's The Crying 

Game come to mind.  

 

So Kimberly Peirce's Boys Don't Cry, based quite closely on a real-life murder case of 

1993, seems both brave and unusual. Looking like an attractive combination of Matt 

Damon and Leonardo DiCaprio, Hilary Swank plays Teena Brandon, a 20-year-old 

girl from a Nebraska trailer park who wishes to become a man. 

 

She cuts off her hair, straps down her breasts, pads out her crotch and, equipped with 

false ID, goes to a roller-disco as Brandon Teena. The disguise works, though when 

her identity is twigged she's pursued back to the family trailer by angry boys, and 

warned by her brother of the dangers she's running. Paying no heed, she bumps into a  
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single mother, Candace, in a bar, provokes a fight with a belligerent trucker, and is 

saved by Candace's roughneck friends, John and Tom.  

 

She takes off with them for the run-down town of Falls City 75 miles away, where 

she's accepted for what she appears to be by the guys, and proves attractive to the 

girls. At a karaoke session in a garish bar, she's drawn to the sad teenage beauty, Lana 

(Chloë Sevigny), a factory worker with an alcoholic mother. Lana is part of a trio 

singing 'The Bluest Eyes of Texas' and Brandon is smitten. But it's another country 

song that comes to mind - 'Looking for Love in All the Wrong Places' - and that's 

precisely what Brandon is doing in wanting to be one of the boys in this rough macho 

world. Her criminal past and current offences - for forgery, auto theft and larceny - 

are bound to catch up with her and expose her deception.  

 

It's possible that the women might react sympathetically and that Lana could agree 

with Joe E. Brown that 'nobody's perfect'. But John and Tom, a pair of criminal 

psychopaths reminiscent of Hickock and Smith in Capote's In Cold Blood, are likely 

to get lethally brutal when they're made to look foolish and have their own sexuality 

challenged.  

 

The director uses the tiresome device of speeding up time, turning night traffic into a 

strip of yellow light and racing the clouds across the sky. But she's good, and 

unpatronising on the empty, desperate milieu, and the performance she gets from 

Hilary Swank deserved its Oscar. Swank's Brandon is notable for generosity,  
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tenderness and consideration. No wonder the girls respond - there aren't many men 

like that in Falls City.  
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Taken from The Independent- review of Transamerica 

 

 

March 24, 2006  

Transamerica (15)  

By Anthony Quinn 

 

We can all name movies in which a man pretends to be a woman (Tootsie) and a 

woman pretends to be a man (Boys Don't Cry), or those body-swap comedies in 

which a boy inhabits a man (Big) and a girl impersonates a woman (Freaky Friday). 

And I'm still trying to blank Rob Schneider'sThe Hot Chick, in which the hirsute 

comedian pretended to be a teenage girl. But how about a movie in which a woman 

plays a man trying to change into a woman? Transamerica is surely a first and, thanks 

to a magnificent, unrepeatable lead performance, might well be the last.  

 

Felicity Huffman, already acclaimed as one of TV's Desperate Housewives, plays 

Bree Osbourne, a gawky, anxious male-to-female transsexual who's about to achieve 

her heart's desire by having the operation that will make her "all woman". But then, a 

thunderbolt: Bree learns that back in college, when she was a guy named Stanley, a 

brief fling with a woman ("so tragically lesbian it didn't count") resulted in the birth of 

a boy, Toby, now a 17-year-old delinquent. Of all the rotten luck. Bree's therapist 

(Elizabeth Peña), kindly though she is, refuses to allow the surgery to go ahead until 

this familial tangle has been resolved. 
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So Bree goes to New York to bail Toby (Kevin Zegers) out, presenting herself as a 

Christian missionary - as if she needed another mask to complicate the imposture. If 

she's desperate to keep quiet about being a one-time bloke, she sure as hell doesn't 

want the boy finding out she's also his one-time father. Toby, a street hustler, doesn't 

seem the curious type in any case, his energies diverted by drugs, beer and an 

ambition to become a porn star in LA. This early part of Transamerica is fascinating 

and, in its intricate play of evasion and misassumption, weirdly comic. 

 

What keeps the movie alive is Huffman's superbly modulated performance, a matter 

of body language as taut as a tightrope-walker's and eyes nervously alert to the ever-

present possibility of being unmasked. Her prissy, fastidious way with words 

("perchance", "glad tidings") and the pinky she crooks over her teacup are 

manifestations of an effort to seem genteel at all times, an exaggerated reflex that's 

obvious to everyone but her. Yet Huffman makes this act of hiding in plain sight 

something more than a turn; she expresses a terrible sadness in her yearning to be 

other than she is, and at the same time a dread of being ridiculed for just that reason. 

All that one could have wished for was a better movie in which to anchor it. 

 

Writer-director Duncan Tucker takes father and son on a pretty but unexceptional trip 

across a land of gentle native Americans, postcard sunsets, larcenous punks and 

tentative generational bonding, which, considering the outlandish point at which it 

started, ends up very middle of the road. Fionnula Flanagan, as the control-freak 

mother from hell, offers a shrill trumpet-blast of hysteria that leaves a ringing in the 

ears. One also notes, with a sigh, the unsurprising way the rest of the picture falls into  
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place: with so many conventional movies being veiled excuses for the last-reel 

declaration "I love you, Dad", one always hopes that the not-so-conventional ones 

might go a different route. While it's hard to begrudge Transamerica its conciliatory 

mood, there's just a sense that it lets itself off a pretty sharp hook. Too bad. Huffman's 

super-subtle performance remains the best reason to see it. 
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Taken from The Guardian‐ review of Transamerica 

 

Transamerica(15) 

Peter Bradshaw The Guardian, Friday 24 March 2006  

 

It is, as Jack Lemmon said in Some Like It Hot, a whole different sex. Felicity 

Huffman is best known as the Desperate Housewife with the three feisty little 

boys driving her to distraction. Now she has given a miraculously relaxed and 

witty performance as a man‐to‐woman pre‐op transsexual who, after long 

periods of hormone treatment, facial reconstruction and voice therapy, is tensely 

waiting for her therapist to sign off on crucial permission to have the final 

surgery performed on her (hated) penis. 

 

The character's name, confusingly for DH fans, is Bree ‐ which turns out to be 

short for Sabrina. On the very eve of this procedure, Bree receives a phone call 

from someone asking for "Stanley", her old male identity. It is from a New York 

police station, asking if Bree will stand bail for a young man called Toby (Kevin 

Zegers) ‐ taken in for prostitution ‐ who is a son she fathered by a one‐night 

stand 17 years ago. Bree's therapist says the surgery consents cannot be signed 

until she gets "closure" on this, so Bree is forced to travel to New York ‐ posing as 

a Christian saver of lost souls ‐ to get Toby out of jail, and travel with him cross‐

country to Los Angeles where her surgeon is waiting, all the time wondering if or 

when she should tell Toby the truth. On paper, it sounds like a very contrived,  
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mawkish and politically correct excuse for a road movie, and that title seems to 

be shrilly standing up for marginalised souls all across the US. But the film is an 

absolute delight, and Huffman is a treat. She has no sassiness, no attitude, no acid 

put‐downs. No one susses her except an eight‐year‐old child, whose ingenuous 

questioning sends Bree sobbing out of a cafeteria. Haughtily, painfully, Bree 

carries her hard‐won femininity through the gas‐station forecourts and truck‐

stop rest‐rooms like a Lalique vase in a gale. With her frumpy dresses and Jackie 

O sunglasses, Bree is a cut above David Walliams's "I'm a lady" character in Little 

Britain. She is more like a cross between Dustin Hoffman in Tootsie and Peter 

Cook's impression of Greta Garbo. And her voice, carefully modulated, has the 

tiniest touch of Marlee Matlin in Children of a Lesser God. 

 

It is a strange experience watching a woman playing a man preparing to be a 

woman: maybe Elizabethan theatre audiences had a similar feeling watching 

boys playing women pretending to be boys. Huffman carries it off tremendously, 

though, and the only time when her on‐screen presence is uncomfortable is 

when it is intended to be so: right at the start, when she is being grilled by a 

bored and hostile shrink. Her gaunt, almost equine face with its sharply defined 

chin and semi‐visible stubble over the inevitable Adam's‐apple‐concealing 

neckscarf and the tremulous smile is almost unwatchable. "Would you describe 

yourself as a happy person?" asks the psychiatrist. "Yes," says Bree blandly. "No, 

wait ‐ no." She will not be happy, she clarifies, until she has her procedure. 
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After fate flings the forgotten son at her, Bree is forever being put into situations 

where she must deal with various butch men on the road, encounters that put 

her into a glacially courteous, Blanche‐DuBois‐lite mode. She is still, to use 

transsexual terminology, "in stealth" ‐ trying to pass for female in the outside 

world ‐ but Toby's appearance in her life disrupts all her stealth strategies, inner 

and outer. He is an apparently straight young guy whose ambition is to star in 

gay porn, so Toby too would appear to have identity issues in the making. 

 

Transamerica wins you round by declining to grandstand on sexual or political 

issues, by not banging any drum in Bree's cause, by not demanding victim status 

for Bree or making authentication of her new sexual identity a condition of 

finding her attractive or sympathetic. (Incidentally, an agnostic attitude on these 

issues is traditionally signalled by the journalist sticking to the transsexual's 

name and finding ingenious and supercilious ways of not using the male or 

female pronoun. I can't be bothered with it.) 

 

Everything about Transamerica is fraught and complicated, yet writer/ director 

Duncan Tucker somehow creates from these intractable materials a very easy 

and even happy comedy. And he is helped by Felicity Huffman, giving one of the 

funniest, subtlest performances to be seen this year. 
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Taken from The Observer‐ review of Transamerica 

 

Transamerica 

Philip French The Observer, Sunday 26 March 2006  

In my distant schooldays we were amused by a joke about itinerant lingerie 

salesmen said to be 'travelling in ladies' underwear'. Two such men turn up 

discussing their wares on a train in Hitchcock's The 39 Steps. 

 

There is in the cinema a tradition of people doing this and of course wearing 

women's outerwear as well: Tony Curtis and Jack Lemmon disguised as female 

musicians making their way from Chicago to Florida in Some Like It Hot, Terence 

Stamp and fellow drag artists driving through the outback to Alice Springs in 

Priscilla, Queen of the Desert and, slightly more seriously, Cillian Murphy as the 

Irish transvestite travelling around England and Ireland in Breakfast on Pluto. So 

Duncan Tucker's Transamerica is far from unique, though it is I think only the 

second occasion in which a woman has received an Oscar nomination for playing 

a man (the earlier one being Linda Hunt in The Year of Living Dangerously 

 

As its punning title suggests, Trans‐america is a road movie in which the 37‐year 

old transsexual Bree (Felicity Huffman) crosses the continent from New York to 

California accompanied by 17‐year‐old rent boy Toby (Kevin Zegers), who's 

unaware that Bree (aka Sabrina) is really his father, Stanley. The 'gender 

dysphoric' Stanley/Bree lives in Los Angeles and combines working in a Mexican  
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restaurant with conducting phone sales from home. He has been undergoing 

hormone treatment for a while and is within a week of so‐called sexual 

reassignment surgery. But mistakenly he reveals to his therapist at a centre for 

psychological welfare that he's had a phone call from out of the blue. The caller is 

the son he never knew (a by‐blow from a college affair) who's seeking bail in 

New York. Somewhat capriciously, this therapist insists that before the operation 

can take place Bree must put things right with his son. This leads to their journey 

together, which turns out to be funny and touching, but never mawkish or 

sentimental. 

 

Bree pretends to be a representative of a Christian missionary organisation and 

his initial intention is to take the surly, manipulative Toby to the home of his 

mother and stepfather in Kentucky. But it turns out that the mother committed 

suicide and that Toby ran away because he was sexually abused by the violent 

stepfather. So they keep driving west, with Bree, who is still in the process of 

determining what is to be his new identity, increasingly taking on the role as a 

prim and proper mother. Bree's therapist suggests a stopover at a gender pride 

committee in Dallas, which proves both ill‐advised and amusing. It brings Bree 

into the sort of cheery support group he doesn't want and threatens to reveal his 

secret. 

 

But Toby discovers the truth by way of the rear view mirror while Bree is having 

a pee. His reaction is not merely hostile but positively malevolent. He feels  
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confused and betrayed, his nature and manhood brought into question. However, 

the revelation that Bree is his father is long delayed and, while their relationship 

ebbs and flows in its warmth, there is never any satisfactory resolution. 

 

Among those they encounter along the way are a duplicitous New Age hippie, 

and Calvin, a kindly, humorous Navajo farmer (Graham Greene), who helps them 

when their car is stolen. Whether Calvin is aware of Bree's true condition is left 

unspoken. But he treats him with the courteous respect due to a lady, and Bree, 

who is well‐versed in Native American lore and folkways, knows about the 

kindly understanding that Indian tribes have traditionally shown towards 

homosexuals and transvestites. 

 

Left penniless and without transport, Bree is forced to throw himself on the 

mercy of his well‐off family in Arizona. Here we see the background from which 

he's fled ‐ an overbearing mother (Fionnula Flanagan) imbued with righteous 

Christianity, an easygoing, ineffective Jewish father (Burt Young) and a younger, 

recovering alcoholic sister (Carrie Preston). 'If you'd only gone to church instead 

of going to your father's synagogue,' the mother says. But she's thrilled to have a 

grandson and immediately starts shaping Toby into the perfect son of her 

dreams. This visit to the parental home combines subtlety, broad humour and 

near melodrama, and what comes out most clearly from this penultimate episode 

is Bree/Stanley's sense of failure, irresolution and incompleteness. He hasn't 

fulfilled his mother's expectations and has spent a decade in college without  
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taking a degree. Becoming Bree is to be the decisive act of Stanley's life and the 

movie's epilogue is positive in a tentative way, but no more than moderately 

hopeful. 

 

Like all good road movies, Transamerica is both a journey in space and time and 

a journey of the mind and spirit. Bree is simultaneously voyaging into his past 

and forging his future identity while recapitulating the westward course of the 

national experience. The film does this in a quiet, modest way and Bree's 

personal awareness of this process is revealed through his didactic, motherly 

nature as he instructs the unreceptive Toby about history and geography. The 

supporting performances are all good, but it is Felicity Huffman who dominates 

the movie. It is a courageous piece of work, full of anxiety, pain and doubt, but 

also pluck and personal discovery, and all tempered by a self‐mocking humour. 


